
Chapter 114 – THE '7-2 INTERACTION'

♀ REFLECTIONS: Pt.6 – '2' & THE '2-NESS' OF PERCEPTION
Before we discuss some specific '7-2 interactions' such as Libra straddling the 

cusp of the 2nd house, we will '♀–reflect', in a more general way, on the 2nd archetype; 
and how, appropriately, '2' has symbolic links to irreducible dualities...

From the traditional astrological perspective, '2 Taurus' & '7 Libra' are ruled 
by the same planet (the first of '2''s many dualities). Venus is the dynamic expression 
of both the earthy sensation of '2' and the airy thinking of '7'. In turn, Venus invokes 
both small-'b' beauty & capital-'B' Platonic Beauty. Thus arrives a $64,000Q: under 
what circumstances might Platonic Beauty fall-away from Platonic Truth & Platonic 
Good? Answer: (as readers of FA's 'Chs.109-113' are aware) when Descartes' demon 
has been rejected out of hand, something that can result when the individual is stuck 
to (and, in turn, “rationalizes”) his/her sensual satisfactions and any material objects 
that s/he has seized to feed them. And, especially if they are permanent '2 property'...

To return to our familiar diagram...

  

… in other words, because 
“systematic doubt” is a denizen of '3 thinking', we can't, as yet, draw in a 1st 
personal, pre-egoic 'space' within which a Cartesian might converse with a demon. 
Rather, the overall  function of '2' in a human is to “reduce” the inner world so that 
it can be (as a philosopher would say) “positivist” toward the outer world. It is 
worth noting, however, that the inner world can still sweep into the outer world via 
collective thinking and feeling “rationalizations” and carry the '1 ig' with it. As 
noted earlier, human “neoteny” is a boundary dissolver that allows '11/12' to have 
closer contact to '2' than it does in other apes. 

Now, of course, the paragraph typed above applies just as well to '1' as it does 
to '2' and, as a result, we make an additional distinction: whereas the extraversion of 
'1' is straightout, simple & unitary, the extraversion of '2' brings in the dichotomy of 
(i) facing outwards, yet (ii) being receptive i.e. the inward conduit permits sensations 
to become perceptions. '3 thinking' about perception brings us to puzzle of Descartes 
and his demon. All fishermen will tell you that a straight fishing line appears to bend 
when it is inserted into water... but a “positivist” will say that this puzzle matters not 
when a fisherman is hungry...

And, so, from the biologist's/evolutionist's perspective, '2' not only pertains to 
the “hunt” corner of the “hunt-run-mate” trinity, it also pertains to the tasting of the 
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food after it is killed. At first, this appears to fly in the face of Freud's “anal” stage of 
infant development but the evacuation of faeces is, in effect, a parallel of rejection of 
indigestible (and/or poisonous) food from the mouth... and, so, in the psyche, the two 
ends of the gastrointestinal tract are easily 'equated'. When we recall '2''s femininity, 
we realize how 'indigestibility' & 'mother' have can converge before the infant gets a 
chance to '3 think' upon it... or, later in life, before the infant is able to '3 think' upon 
how '5-6-7-8 mating' might “unfold” out of '1-2-3-4 hunting'...

Turning to Jung's take on the “Age of Pisces” (see; “Aion”), we FA-ers would 
want to 'dualize' it i.e. superimpose a sense of the “Age of Pisces” also being an “Age 
of Taurus” (see; intro to 'Vol5.Pt.6'). This dualization is sustainable for the first three 
or four centuries of the 1st millennium because historians tell us that (i) Bulls were as 
symbolically meaningful as Fish, at least in the mind of the exoteric Constantine who 
was as sympathetic toward Mithraism as he was toward Christianity & (ii) the heads 
of the Church that followed Constantine, all the way through to 6thC's Pope Gregory, 
were big on 'externals'. These men are the “(poster)-narcissistic-flower” boys for not 
caring to distinguish between introversion extraversion and centroversion. The roots 
of the Inquisition, the Crusades and the sexual abuse scandals lay here. 

Now, on the surface of anti-clockwise developmental things, we could say that 
Mithraism had more to offer the development of Homo sapiens than did Christianity 
and, therefore, Constantine's decision to officialize the latter was a mistake. Still, the 
further we look into Christianity, the more we realize its potential to invoke the right 
half of the zodiac e.g. Easter's full Moon in Libra, as it were, 'lights up' a destination 
for the autumnal Sun. In turn, the esoteric Christian who occupies Pisces could be in 
a better position to see not only that '1' has to keep '5' in its sights (see; 'Ch.113') but 
also that '2' has to keep '6' (i.e. the sign that '12 Pisces' has diametric perspective to) 
in its sights. In other words, esoteric Christianity, through its fluidity, would prevent 
itself from getting bogged down in Taurus. Exoteric Christianity, however, would try 
to pin “undeveloped sensuality/sexuality” onto the witness of Christ's “rise (through 
the right half of the zodiac)”, Mary Magdalene, and, foward into the 2nd millennium, 
it would become bogged down in gaining '2 property'.

At this point, longstanding readers might be scratching heads over our earlier 
descriptions of Mary Magdalene as “a Virgo”. If, dear reader, you have reader other 
sections of FA, you will know that Mary-the-Sun-(Venus)-in-Virgo doesn't mean that 
she is without Neptune placements (natal/transiting) in her chart... and, even if there 
is no natal Sun/Venus/Neptune conjunction or opposition, it would happen sooner or 
later via transiting Neptune. During this transit, we could see that Mary was capable 
of succumbing to the boundary blurring antics of '12' to find herself having to resort 
to prostitution to help her to get a grip on '2 earth'... but, as noted above, we can also 
see that her '12 fluidity' would have helped her to 'keep anti-clockwising' all the way 
around to '6'. In turn, she would have been able to reconnect Plato's Beauty to Good 
and Truth. This is not to say that anyone who has Venus in Taurus ise 'prostitutional' 
more than anyone with Venus in another sign... it only means that the 'prostitutional' 
question is simpler to ask when Venus mixes itself up in the '1-2-3-4 hunting' arc of a 
horoscope. Mary could also have had additional '12-6 interactions'... if she had Virgo 
on the cusp of her 12th house and/or on her ascendant, we could expand our thoughts 
about her and assume that she may have had...



LIBRA on the 2ND HOUSE CUSP     
In our mini-essay on Libra on the ascendant, we re-emphasized our view that, 

to fulfill his heroism, the hero needs to 'live out' the '1-2-3-4-5-6-7' sequence. In turn, 
the individual who has a natal horoscope featuring '7 Libra' on his/her '1 ascendant' 
needs to balance the zodiac's night-time-'Van Helsing-ish', phylogenetic hero against 
the horoscope's day-time-'Perseus-ish', ontogenetic hero. One can assume that this is 
far more difficult than simultaneously massaging one's abdomen and patting oneself 
on the head... not the least because Scorpio is complicating the lower reaches of one's 
1st quadrant. You don't have to be Einstein to work out that our re-emphasis can also 
be applied to Libra straddling the cusp of the 2nd house. 

So, although 'simple' astrology might tell us that the individual who holds the 
Scales of Athene across his/her 2nd house cusp will have the Perseus-resources to deal 
with the various Gorgons of his/her lower hemisphere, we may find that “regressive” 
antics from (Virgo on ?) the ascendant may have put the dimmers on Perseus' shield. 
To be sure, this '7-2-er' is sure to have a refined aesthetic appreciation of all that s/he 
absorbs through his/her senses but, given that the introverted sensation of Capricorn 
is mixed up in his/her 2nd quadrant, we continue to take the view that the analyst and 
analysand would do well to keep in touch with the 3rd house and make sure that both 
are happy with how they define the word “enjoyment”... because, the individual who 
has wintry Capricorn on his/her 5th house cusp will be inclined to see “enjoyment” as 
something to be sought in the spring-indian-summery 2nd house.

It is not for the analyst to 'correct' his/her analysand when s/he takes “joy” as 
a word that refers to aesthetic sensual experiences... rather, the task for the analyst is 
to assist his/her analysand to coin a term that clarifies the non-sensual, non-concretic 
aspects of “joy” that pertain to the 5th house. Closely related to this task, of course, is 
the need to differentiate “sexuality” & “sensuality” i.e. the differentiation that Freud 
himself didn't achieve (at least to a level that fully satisfies FA)...

Because of the aesthetic leanings of Libra, FA-ers would expect the Libra-2nd-
houser not to oppose FA's post-Freudian label for the 2nd house: the 'ig-id transition' 
i.e. despite its sensuality, we don't like to place the 'id' in the 2nd house because Freud 
was always discussing neurosis in terms of trapped emotion (pre-feeling) rather than 
trapped “sensuality”. Of course, the 2nd house is 'geometrically' trapped, on one side, 
by the 4th quadrant and, on the other side, by the 4th house, but that's why we include 
both the 'ig' and the 'id' in our label. Another factor that leads us to see the 2nd house 
as a 'transitional' house is Freud's clinical experience... it taught him how the “erotic 
(transference) neuroses” came about because there was, after all, “transference” but, 
with the “narcissistic (non-transference) neuroses”, clinical experience would usually 
fail. (Freud based much of his 'proof' for his psychology on his therapeutic successes 
– assisting his/her analysands to become “conscious” of contents that were “pressing 
up” from their “unconscious” led to the resolution of symptoms –  and, so, there was 
no path to 'prove' what he was theorizing with regards to, say, “melancholia”).

Because, however, Freud was “talking (±curing)” to his analysand's 3rd house 
thinking, we could say that there is a “narcissistic (± phallic)” phase to his approach 
that, if all goes well (i.e. if all goes anti-clockwisely), ultimately drops to the 4th house 
emoting, wherein cure then becomes possible. And, in fact, this is exactly what Freud 



tells us when he says that, after the dream, event and/or symptom has been analysed, 
“the analysand knows and, yet, he doesn't know” i.e. the positive “transference” half 
of the psyche is willing to hear the interpretation but the “narcissistic” (and negative 
“transference”) half of the psyche 'senses' that accepting the analyst's interpretation 
means (phallic) losing... something that “narcissism” can't entertain. Freud would go 
on to explain how and why his analysands continued to “resist”, at least until dreams 
& parapraxes (+ interpretations of dreams & parapraxes) had built up the necessary 
'critical mass' to “know and know”. 

As it is for all horoscopes that have a wide (i.e. >90º) zodiac-horoscope-phase-
shift, Libra on the 2nd house cusp can lead to some muddling when attention turns to 
the difference between ontogney & phylogeny. The base layer of the 'ig-id transition' 
is laid down before the individual learns about what constitutes a '7 fair & balanced' 
distribution of material resources i.e. unremembered privation during the 1st year of 
life will, in all likelihood, rattle the political cage, even though 'politics', per se, is not 
a part of ontogenetic development. (Although his acting and directing efforts during 
the 1970's suggested that he would stay clear of political drama and satire, 'Ex.114A' 
would direct two very political films over in the 1980's and 1990's; scroll down...). In 
other words, the analyst may have to encourage those who have Libra on the cusp of 
the 2nd house to hold off from politics until they have a handle on how the I.C.-parent 
“projection” may be clouding what is or isn't '7 fair' when it comes to the instinctual 
and perceptual issues that are raised in the 2nd house...

Most parents, of course, irrespective of the degree to which they have become 
“hooks” for their childrens' I.C. (or M.C.) “projections”, will have explained to their 
children that “life isn't fair”. Even if all the world's adults had fully grown into their 
respective 7th house/s (i.e. the world now fully governed by 'sublimative aristocracy'), 
life would still seem unfair by virtue of our '8 genetic' inheritance. This means that a 
growing child needs to find a way to “know and know” about the immaterial aspects 
of inheritance to “disidentify” from (or, at least, disagree with) a parent who delivers 
the news, “perceptual life isn't fair”... 

Most Westerners, of course, irrespective whether the degree to which they are 
deist (e.g. Einstein), theist (e.g. Newton) or atheist (e.g. Darwin, Marx, Trump?), will 
have naught to do with the idea of the “soul” that is forever reincarnating and, while 
doing so, forever inheriting, creating and picking up personal (± impersonal) karma. 
This means that, when they are challenged by the (pre-Mao) Eastern outlook, “life is 
fair, even when the political life is corrupt and gene therapy is reserved for the rich”, 
they are likely to reply with, “this brainwashing of Eastern children with 'life-is-fair' 
is a perfect example of what we have been insisting... life is unfair”. 

At the beginning of this section, we had made the point that the problem with 
Libra the 2nd house cusp is not-so-much that Libra is on the 2nd house cusp and more 
that the immaterial valuations of Scorpio and the “compensations” of Capricorn can 
become barriers against anti-clockwise development. Here, at the end of this section, 
we can add that Sagittarian “resistance” against (re)-incarnation could be even more 
of a problem. Indeed, one could argue that it would be better for the Libra on the 2nd 

house cusp individual to feature Capricorn on his/her I.C., because this symbolizes a 
parent that is more likely to promote (re)-incarnation, even if his/her is promotion is 
largely “unconscious”. This issue is a feature of our following example...



EXAMPLE 114A

With his initial directorial effort, (a re-make of) “Heaven Can Wait”, Warren 
showed that he was 'Eastern enough' to take on a re-incarnation story. Warren's I.C. 
ruler, Jupiter, rolled across his Sun-Mercury conjunction in 1975 and, therefore, it is 
easy to guess that much of his screenplay was written around this time if for no other 
reasons than (i) he wrote it with a '7 partner' Buck Henry (“The Escort”) and (ii) the 
lead character is a classic noble Aries i.e. “Joe Pendleton” (Warren) is a professional 
football player who (re)-incarnates into the body of a ignoble capitalist because he is 
smitten by a maiden, “Betty Logan” (Julie Christie), whom has suffered by his hand. 
In addition to these straightforward astrological associations, we might also mention 
that Warren's Sun-ruler, Mars, is in Sagittarius in the house of the sibling. You don't 
need to be a movie fan to know what Warren's sister thinks about re-incarnation.

This script for “Heaven Can Wait” would itself 'wait' for a couple more years 
before getting filmed – Jupiter transiting Warren's 4th quadrant and running into his 
natal Pluto-Jupiter opposition – and, as a result, yet another actor-who-really-wants-
to-direct painted the brick road yellow for Redford, Gibson, Streisand etc.. Although 
Redford's “Ordinary People” is far more relevant to Freudastrologers, Beatty's film 
does a good job of bringing Plato's view of re-incarnation to the 20thC i.e. “Joe” gets 
re-incarnated two times... the first time, he is permitted to retain his memories of the 
life that he has just completed and, the second time, he is not permitted to retain any 
memories (Plato tells us that philosophers spend their lives trying to remember what 
is not permitted). 

Warren's political left-leanings would come to the fore with the first words of 
his hero of “Reds”, “Jack Reed”... “profits”. Jack's reply to the query “what is WWI 
about?” may have been useful to T. E. Lawrence (see next 'Ex.114B') but, in 1915, he 
was far from Portland, Oregon, the location of Reed's reply: too bad. As for Reed, he 
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was a member of that dodgy vocation, editorializing journalist. It is noteworthy that 
the physical malady that Jack would fail to overcome, renal failure, symbolized both 
(i) Saturn entering the sign of the kidneys, Libra and (ii) Jack's disinterest in looking 
for the '7 balance' between the acid of capitalism & the base of communism.

Another expression of Saturn in Libra is problem in 'horizontal' relationship. 
Warren may not be an astrologer but he did realize that he needed to find a tale that 
featured the struggle of the feminists. Warren gave the line, “elections are the opium 
of the masses” to the famous Feminist, “Emma Goldberg” (Maureen Stapleton). The 
problem for Feminism was the same as the problem for the Communists i.e. how can 
one achieve 'equality' without succumbing to methods that are 'unequal'. As pointed 
out in our mini-essay on Marx, Russia was a poor candidate for communism because 
it was not yet industrialized... the revolution occurred in Russia because the losses on 
the Eastern front were even more horrific than the losses on the Western front & the 
Russian soldiers weren't as disciplined as the French & English soldiers, not because 
Russia was 'ready' for classless 'equality'. Moreover, Marx, writing in the mid 19thC, 
was not fully aware of hire-purchase i.e. that which puts the collapse of the capitalist 
system back decades post industrialization. (After 2008-09's GFC, it is fair to assume 
that Marx rolled in his grave... with laughter; if, dear reader, you want a good laugh, 
check out the final scenes of Adam McKay's “The Big Short”). I have to admit, dear 
reader, that I'm still waiting for a film about the U.S.S.R./Russia that throws light on 
this 'Marxian theory vs. historical circumstance' discrepancy. 

Although the media liked to make fun of Warren's liaison with Madonna, the 
fact remains that, because they have the same sign – Virgo – on their ascendant, they 
could have been good mutual 'therapists' for each other. The film that Warren made 
for her, “Dick Tracy”, was a pretty good expression of Saturn's transit over his natal 
Jupiter in the 4th house opposite Pluto in Cancer in the 10th house i.e. cops & robbers 
in disguise (especially mother-Madonna) & the paradox of having a happy '4 family' 
with “Tess Trueheart”. Within a year, however, Warren was moving along to another 
leading lady and to Barry Levinson's anti-hero... and, with Saturn making its way to 
and through its second return, he would also 'return' to his 1981 theme, politics...

As Saturn rolled across his 8th house cusp and pressed toward the conjunction 
to his Uranus-Venus in Taurus, movie audiences were given a taste of the 8th house of 
“sex & death” with the Taureanly titled, “Bulworth”. The title character is a senator 
who has become “depressed” with the meaninglessness of “keeping up appearances” 
in political life... despite the fact that “we are on the door-step of a new millennium”. 
This leads him to take out a $10,000,000 life insurance policy so that, if assassinated, 
his daughter will be well provided for and, of course, being “depressed”, he arranges 
his own assassination. In addition to Warren's 8th house picture, we note that '8' also 
features in his 10th house (i.e. Pluto in Cancer), so the idea of the Scorpion who stings 
itself to death is unsurprising. While waiting for the end, however, the senator wants 
to sharpen his rapping skills, “well, over here, we got our friends from oil, they don't 
give a shit that the wilderness spoils, they say that they are careful, we know that it's 
a lie, as long as we're driving cars, they'll let the planet die; Exxon, Mobil, the Saudis 
& Kuwait, if we took out the Middle East the atmosphere can wait; Arabs got the oil 
we buy what they sell; but if the brothers raise the price we'll blow 'em all to hell; let 
me hear you say it... Saddam Hussein, Saddam Hussein” Not bad for 1998.



VENUS IN TAURUS
We are all too familiar with the clichés, “beauty is in the eye of the beholder”, 

and “there's no accounting for taste”. Despite this, there are many who would like to 
'measure' beauty in some way... the branch of philosophy that is dubbed “aesthetics” 
is the epicentre of these 'measurers'. In other words, there is a kind of split down the 
middle of beauty... that brings about the 'individual taste vs. collective measurement' 
dichotomy. Or, if you are an astrologer, when Venus transits Taurus and looks ahead 
to Libra, the 'individual taste vs. collective measure' dichotomy is amplified. (At this 
point, some readers will be scratching their heads over our prior notes that collective 
beauty is more '11' than '7' – e.g. “cosmos” and “cosmetic” are etymologically linked 
and “cosmos” is a very '11-ish' word – but, here, we remind our head scratchers that 
'7 Libra' is more capable of measurement – the “Scales” – than '11 Aquarius' and, in 
this specific sense of its measurement, '7' deserves its link to aesthetics).

In the story of Psyche and Eros, we begin to spot the outline of this dichotomy 
when Psyche has to procure a pot of beauty ointment from Persephone, the queen of 
the underworld. Because the cream belongs to a goddess, it speaks more to beauty as 
a collectively measured ideal than as something ephemeral and human. In this sense, 
this part of the story is more Venus in Libra looking back to Taurus instead of Venus 
in Taurus looking ahead to Libra. As a result, we link Venus' occupation of Taurus to 
the part of the myth that sees Psyche having to fetch some water from the Styx i.e. in 
order not to get too attached to her 1st personal, ephemeral and unmeasurable tastes, 
Psyche needs to, once again, look across the zodiac to the '8 immaterial' realm where 
sensuality has reached its 'use by' date. (Recall, in our prior essays, that, to deal with 
her Piscean and Arien tasks, Psyche needed to draw on the qualities of the diametric 
pole; if Psyche had only drawn on the sign that is 150º ahead – Libra – she may have 
got too attached to the clichés that we noted at the top of this page). And, so...

Given that Venus is Taurus' ruler, what we are here calling a '7–2 interaction' 
is, in another sense, a '2(–2) double up'. Given, also, that Taurus is a “fixed” sign, we 
can worry that Venus could become somewhat bogged down after it enters Taurus to 
the point that Venus may not care that its developmental journey from '10' to '7' has 
not even yet reached its halfway point.

One way to 'open' a natal Venus in Taurus individual and, in this way, to help 
him/her to 'see' the 2nd half of the journey is to refer to the “wheels” (“lotus flowers”) 
that the Indian spiritual tradition dubs “chakras”. Not unlike a caterpiller morphing 
into a butterfly, a 'lower' anatomical wheel morphs into a lotus that opens to reveal a 
'higher' anatomical wheel. The problem for (Freud)–astrologers, however, is that the 
(seven) chakras don't reflect the zodiac's anti-clockwise developmental sequence e.g. 
the first chakra, Muladhara, experienced at the base of the spine, has symbolic links 
to earth (instead of fire); the second chakra, Svadisthana, experienced directly above 
the base of the spine in the reproductive zone, has symbolic links to water (instead of 
earth); the third chakra, Manipura, experienced in the upper abdomen/solar plexus, 
has symbolic links to fire (instead of air); the fourth chakra, Anahata, experienced in 
the chest and heart, is watery insofar as it is symbolically linked to compassion... but 
astrologers would still be scratching their heads as the heart is symbolically linked to 
Leo's fire; the fifth chakra, Vishuddi, experienced in the throat, is airy insofar as it is 



symbolically linked to direct, “conscious” (i.e. not empty) communication (instead of 
fire); the sixth chakra, Ajna, experienced in the middle of the head (the “third eye”), 
is fiery insofar as it is symbolically linked to intuitions of transcendence vs. the wheel 
of rebirth (instead of earth); the seventh chakra, Sahasrara, experienced through the 
crown, is an “integration” of all the elements and chakras.

Our solution to the astrological riddle of the chakras is to (i) 'spread out' each 
chakra over a number of ajacent signs (ii) rock back and forth either side of Cancer-
Leo like so...  

 

This patterning depicts the first chakra being 'book-ended' by the earth signs 
Taurus and Virgo. In turn, we can see, once again, how a full experience of the lower 
hemisphere is needed to for the individual to feel rooted to the earth. Agreed, the non 
earthy signs of Gemini-Cancer-Leo are included but, because they are flanked by the 
earth signs of the lower hemisphere, they are 'held' to the earth; in the same way, the 
second chakra, although Virgo sits at its 'centre', can be taken as watery insofar as it 
is flanked by the two 'sexual' water signs (we take a-ogamous Pisces as a-sexual); the 
third chakra, although we find Gemini at its 'ecentre', can be seen as fiery insofar as 
it is flanked by the two most willing fire signs; the fourth chakra, although Libra sits 
at its 'centre', can be seen as an outgrowth of the '5 heart'; the fifth chakra, although 
it is 'centred' in Leo, can be seen as communication orientated insofar as it is flanked 
by the two 'communicative' air signs (we see Aquarius as too introvertedly “fixed” to 
let go of its idealism and communicate for a compromise); the sixth chakra, although 
it is also 'centred' in Leo, its “lotus wings” reach all the way back and forward to the 
other two fire signs, thereby permitting it to “integrate” the dichotomy of re-birth & 
transcendence. 

We didn't depict the seventh chakra in our pattern because, being the chakra 
of the “thousandfold petals”, we take it as a symbol for that which exists beyond that 
which is depictable. The problem with the zodiac-horoscope is that, being depictable, 
it can only point in the general direction of the ineffable mystery. 
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EXAMPLE 114B

Over the duration 1914-2014, it would be fair to say that the world has gotten 
rather smaller. In David Lean's Saturn-transiting-natal-Chiron-in-Aquarius-square-
Venus-Mars in Taurus film, “Lawrence of Arabia”, “General Allen” (Donald Wolfit) 
complains to “Mr Dryden” (Claude Rains), “(WWI in Arabia) is a storm in a teacup 
and a sideshow; the real war is our fight against the Germans and not the Turks and 
not here but in the Western Front, and the trenches; the Bedouin Army, or whatever 
it calls itself, would be a sideshow of a sideshow”, but Mr Dryden replies, “big things 
have small beginnings, sir”.

When “T.E. Lawrence” (Peter O'Toole) explains to his guide, “I'm different”, 
we get an early sense of (if not Lawrence's, then at least) David's Chiron in Aquarius 
wounded eccentricity. Being the Capricornian nation-state that it is, Britain tends to 
be a uncomfortable fit for citizens who have natal planets in rebel-rousing Aquarius, 
let alone those, such as David, who have to deal with Chiron's wound. Little wonder, 
then, that, when he was given the opportunity, David would make movies outside the 
U.K.; in Italy, Burma, Arabia, “Russia”, Ireland and India... locations that have had 
their share of relevance to 20thC history. After crossing “God's Anvil” in the Arabian 
Desert, Lawrence confesses to “Sherif Ali Ibn El Karish” (Omar Sharif), “my father 
did not marry my mother” i.e. T.E.'s illegal status is another expression of Aquarius' 
“Brave New World”. It is in this spirit that he adopts two Bedouin orphans (who are 
to play out a Castor & Pollux story... more on this in 'Ch.115'). If Lawrence, as some 
rumours have it, was homosexual, the 11th archetype could also be implicated.

As we have reminded our readers throughout “4 Corners...”, astrologers such 
as Richard Tarnas link God=Zeus–defying Prometheus to Aquarius and, even if T.E. 
himself was not very Aquarian, we can see that David was close to his own Aquarian 
side when he made the most of Lawrence's God-defying re-entry into “God's Anvil” 
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in order to rescue a straggler whom, during the night-time crossing, had fallen from 
his camel... “nothing is written”. The irony of this rescue, of course, is that Lawrence 
has to execute the man that he had saved in order to prevent a bloodbath among the 
Arabian tribes. Although Robert Bolt was the screenwriter, we get a sense of David's 
“narcissistic-sadistic” 1st quadrant in the way that he takes care with specific lines of 
Bolt's script, such as his close up of Peter O'Toole's piercing leer when T.E. confesses 
to “General Allenby” (Jack Hawkins), “I enjoyed it, sir”... and, later in the tale when 
he snarls through clenched teeth, “no prisoners”.

Another aspect of Lawrence's wounded Aquarian-ness is his naïve idealism in 
the scene where he asks General Allenby about the intentions of the European power 
brokers after the war has been won, “the Arabs have one suspicion... we will let them 
drive the Turks out then move in ourselves; I've told them that that is false; we've no 
ambitions in Arabia. I want to know, sir, if I can tell them in your name that we have 
no ambitions in Arabia!”. When we recall that the initial migration of Homo sapiens, 
about 150,000yrs ago, was out of Africa's Omo Valley and into Arabia, we recall that 
our species has always had ambitions in Arabia. With the bevvy of nation-states that 
appeared over the 150yrs after Uranus was discovered, the ambitions would increase 
a thousand-fold.

This Aquarian theme also rounds out the first half of the movie when Allenby 
make the Capricornian point that he was lucky insofar as he had to follow orders, by 
contrast unlucky Lawrence was “riding the whirlwind” of having no orders to follow 
other than his own (… as we know from the first scene, Lawrence's death is Uranian 
sudden). It is entirely predictable that a director who has Chiron in Aquarius square 
Venus in Taurus would end a film with a rabble of disagreements about how to draw 
national borders.

There is a Saturn-transit 'logic' that suggests that, 7 years on, David would be 
wanting to look at this same issue from the Taurean point of view... and, of course, he 
didn't disappoint us when he made another film set in 1917, “Ryan's Daughter”. The 
story is less about the chimera of Arabian tribal culture and more about the looming 
erosion of British Empire i.e. there were plenty of people in WWI Ireland who might 
have educated T.E. Lawrence a thing or two about the ways of imperialism... but you 
can't be in two places at the one time. With Saturn now having rolled through Pisces 
and Aries, no astrologer would be surprised that David was ready to add an “Eve” to 
the “(let's go back to) Eden-before-the-Fall” fantasies of nationalists.

If David had lived to see the “Arab (–'Taurean'– ) Spring” “regress” into 
the 'Arab (-'Aquarian'–) Winter', he may have wondered whether “Lawrence of 
Arabia” may have needed a female character. Jung would have said that he had four 
archetypal possibilities; mother, sister, daughter, wife. Jung may have gone on to say 
that “Lawrence of Arabia” did have a female character i.e. the nation-state of origin, 
England, was more motherly than any flesh-&-blood woman could be and, so, David 
was right not to have any subplot that included, say, Lawrence's sister joining him in 
Arabia and telling him about an affair that his mother was having with an oil baron. 
The brother-sister relationship was, in fact, explored by David in “Doctor Zhivago”, 
when Saturn was transiting his '3 Mercury' in Pisces... the dramatic irony being that 
Lara had two 'brothers', one a Piscean poet, another an Aquarian politician, both of 
whom cared zip about 'sister-wife' anima differentiation. Just in time for '7-3'...



 


